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Housing is one of the basic need of people and the Nepal government Lumanti in it constitution has 
rightly placed "Housing' as one of the most fundamental right of its citizens. The importance of safe 
house became very evident during the COVID 19 times. The theme of World Habitat Day 2020 
was Housing for All: A better Urban Future is very apt for the current global situation.  Acknowledging 
the importance of  right to housing and celebrating World Habitat Day 2020, Lumanti in association 
with DUDBC and UN Habitat conducted a webinar on Affordable Housing and Prosperity on 20th 
October 2020.   
 
The virtual event was attended by 85 participants from different organizations, community groups, 
community representatives from different districts, students who are interested to contribute and learn 
about various issue related with affordable housing. The session was facilitated by Mr. Prafulla Man 
Singh Pradhan, the founding chairperson of Lumanti and Urban Development Expert, Lalitpur 
Metropolitan City. The webinar was initiated with the welcome remarks from the Chairperson of 
Lumanti Ms Sushma Bajracharya. Ms. Bajracharya stated that the significance of a safe house for every 
family, whether poor or rich, was felt by everyone when each one of us had to stay inside due to 
COVID. 
 
Two papers were presented, which focused on affordable housing and prosperity, by Ms. Lajana 
Manandhar, Executive Director of Lumanti and Mr. Yuban Malla, Program Director of Habitat for 
Humanity. Ms. Manandhar, in her presentation shared the learnings from the housing projects and 
the positive impacts improved housing conditions have had in their wellbeing. With the improvement 
made in their houses, the community members have been able to think about improving other aspects 
of their lives like investing in their livelihood, sending their children to a better school. Access to 
housing is, thus, fundamental for prosperity of low income families. Lumanti has been able to support 
12,000 plus families in improving their housing.  Mr. Malla shared how partnership with local 
government and central government to tackle the issues of land tenure ship of marginalized 
communities in Nepal. There has been a number of challenges in the process for these communities 
such as access to finance, access to market, and access to safe land to improve the housing conditions. 
However these have been mitigated with facilitation of Habitat of Humanity and support from local 
government, thus contributing in accessing a better, affordable houses for them.  
 
Two representatives from the communities, both beneficiaries from Lumanti's housing projects 
shared their experience on how new house transformed their lives for better. Ms. Bal Kumari Gurung 
from, Samabesi Tole in Pokhara stated that her life was miserable in her rental room where she had 
to share toilet and other amenities with other tenants. Having moved into a new community in a new 
house, she felt more relieved and she can invest her time and energy into more things productive like 
starting saving, her son's education. Life has been much easier for her in the new place.   Ms. Namrata 
Maharjan from Thecho lost her house during the 2015 earthquake. She has no means to rebuild her 
house. With loan of NRs. 2,00,000 from Thecho cooperative and NRs. 3, 00,000 grant from Lumanti, 
she was able to build a one story house for her family of three. The new house has boosted her 
confidence and she has better sleep. She no longer has to worry about rain and wind damaging her 
belonging any more.   



 
Commentators on the presentation were Dr. Sunil Babu Shrestha, Vice-Chancellor of Nepal Academy 
Science and Technology and Prof. Shiv Raj Adhikari from Economics Department, Tribhuvan 
University. Dr. Shrestha, an expert urban planner himself stated that as a member of national planning 
commission, he was instrumental in developing the concept of mass housing in Nepal. Janta Avas was 
conceived out of this idea.  NAST is planning to invest on conducting studies on affordable housing 
and research on appropriate housing technologies in context of Nepal.  Prof. Adhikari appreciated the 
fact that the beneficiaries themselves are testimony of the positive changes which have occurred in 
their lives and are confident to share that in front of so many people. Home has always been associated 
with prosperity for the low income group. The investment in housing is not unproductive but makes 
a contribution in enhancing the flow of income in the households. The economic benefit of 
construction of a house for a family should be correlated with other aspects of wellbeing of that family 
in terms of safety, health.  
 
The webinar was concluded with the vote of thanks from the Program Manager of UN Habitat Mr. 
Padma Sunder Joshi.  He stated that this dialogue on affordable conducted during the Urban October 
2020 is very relevant in the current context.  A house is always associated with a sense of security and 
confidence for any family. This is truer for low income families. A new house can create whole new 
opportunities. Investment in housing, not just for a family, but also for a country can lead to economic 
growth with more jobs created for people to be engaged in. It is very encouraging to see that the local 
government in keen to invest in developing housing for the low income communities in their areas. 
Dialogues like this would benefit both practitioners, beneficiaries as well as the keen investors of 
affordable housing. 
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